OFFICE OF INSTITUTIONAL DIVERSITY
DIRECTOR LUIS PARADES

office 508-531-2629 email lparedes@bridgew.edu

The Office of Institutional Diversity supports the mission of Bridgewater State University by promoting a culture of inclusion that values each individual believing that diversity fuels excellence, and that the best ideas are discovered when people—from different backgrounds, who have lived different realities, who have overcome different challenges—work together to expand their authentic perspectives.

LEWIS AND GAINES CENTER FOR INCLUSION & EQUITY
DIRECTOR SYDNÉ M. MARROW, MEd

office 508-531-6166 email smarrow@bridgew.edu

The Lewis and Gaines Center for Inclusion and Equity (LGCIE - Legacy) strives to create a community that appreciates the history, culture, and traditions of underserved students encouraging equity, promoting the celebration of cultural pluralism, and fostering cross-divisional collaborations that assist in the retention and success of our students.

GLBTA PRIDE CENTER
DIRECTOR LEE FOREST

office 508-531-1408 email lforest@bridgew.edu

The Pride Center at Bridgewater State University supports the success of gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender, and ally students and their peers, and to foster a campus climate of inclusion and equity.

STUDENT SUCCESS & ACHIEVEMENT GAP INTERVENTIONS
DIRECTOR CECILIA DEOLIVEIRA

office 508-531-2512 email cdeoliveira@bridgew.edu

Student Success and Achievement Gap Interventions is a retention-centered department focusing on students' success and committed to empowering students to succeed at BSU and beyond.

MILITARY AND VETERANS STUDENT SERVICES
PROGRAM LEAD JAMES CANAVAN

office 508-531-2181 email j1canavan@bridgew.edu

We support and advocate for veterans and military-affiliated students in their transition to Bridgewater State University and in their pursuit of intellectual and personal development.